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ROVER
bud



Articulation (s, r, l) What tricks can you teach a dog?  
sit, roll over, beg, “speak,” fetch, shake hands

  (r, l) What shape are the dog tags?  circles
  (l) Are the dogs’ ears long or short?  long
  (r, s, l) Repeat this sentence.  Rover is smiling.

Vocabulary

• Concepts Where are the dogs standing?  beside/next to 
each other, behind the bowls, on the fl oor

  Where are the food bowls?  in front of the dogs, 
on the fl oor, across from each other

  Which dog has fewer treats?  Bud

  Which dog has more letters in his name?  Rover

• Attribute Which dog is unhappy?  Bud

  Are these dogs wild or tame?  tame 

• Comparison How are a dog and a cat the same?  
animals, pets, fur, tail, whiskers

  How are a dog and a cat different?  dog barks, 
cat meows/purrs; can teach dog more tricks; 
dog usually more obedient, cats more independent; 
walk dog and it goes to bathroom outside, 
cat uses litter box

• Synonym What is another word for smile?  grin

• Antonym What is the opposite of long?  short
  What is the opposite of smile?  frown

• Defi nition Some dogs bury bones.  What does it mean to bury 
something?  to dig a hole, put something in the hole, 
and cover it

  What does it mean to train a dog?  
to teach it to act a certain way/listen to you

  Rover and Bud are obedient.  What does it mean to 
be obedient?  to listen and follow orders/directions

Listening Rover is fi ve years old.  Bud is six months old.  
Which dog is still a puppy?  Bud

  Which of these does not go with a dog?  
collar, cat, bone, bark

  Rover and Bud go for a walk every day.  How often 
do Rover and Bud go for a walk?  every day

Grammar Correct this sentence.  The dogs is looking at 
each other.  The dogs are looking at each other.

  Correct this sentence.  A dog gots two ears.
  A dog has two ears.

  Correct this sentence.  Him likes to go to the pet store.
  He likes to go to the pet store.

Reasoning Why are dogs called man’s best friend?  loyal, lovable, 
obedient, can be trained, fun to be around

  How do you know these dogs are someone’s pets?  
collar and I.D. tags (have names), food bowls

  Why should you walk a dog with a leash?  
so dog doesn’t run away/get lost/hit by car

  Why shouldn’t you pet a strange dog?  
don’t know if it’s friendly, might bite you

  Why is Bud frowning?  fewer treats

  If Bud is upset, will he wag his tail or whimper?   
whimper

  What information is important to have on a dog tag?  
dog’s name, owner’s address/phone number

  How can you tell if a dog is happy?  It will wag its tail.
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Articulation (r, l) Which animal has wings?  butterfl y
  (s, l, r) What things can you do at a pool?  swim, splash, dive, go underwater, play games
  (r) What sound does a frog make?  ribbit
  (l, s, r) Repeat this sentence.  The pool has stripes.

Vocabulary

• Concepts Which has more water, the pool or the goldfi sh bowl?  pool
  Where are the fl owers?  outside/next to the pool, in a vase, in the garden
  Are the girl’s arms apart or together?  apart
  What is on the edge of the pool?  frog

• Attribute Which is colorful, the table or the pool?  pool
  What is made of glass?  fi sh bowl
  Name all the containers.  sack/bag, pool, vase, fi sh bowl
  What things do you plant?  fl owers
  Do girls wear swimming trunks or swimming suits?  swimming suits
  How does each animal move?  frog hops, butterfly flies, fish swims

• Comparison How are a frog and a fi sh the same?  animals, breathe underwater

  How are a frog and a fi sh different?  frog has legs and hops, fi sh has fi ns and swims; 
frog lives in water/on land, fi sh lives in water

• Synonym What is another word for bag?  sack

• Antonym What is the opposite of fl oat?  sink
  What is the opposite of wet?  dry

• Defi nition What does it mean to dive into water?  to go headfi rst
  What are pigtails?  hair tied at the sides of the head
  There are ripples in the water.  What are ripples?  small waves
  What are blossoms?  fl owers/fl ower petals
  What does it mean to weed the fl owerbed?  to pull or dig out weeds
  What does it mean to dunk someone in the pool?  to make him go underwater

Listening This is an animal.  It lives on land and in the water.  What is it?  frog
  This is a container.  It’s on the table in the picture.  It holds fl owers.  What is it?  vase
  You can swim in it.  It’s larger than a pool.  It rhymes with bake.  What is it?  lake
  This grows in your yard.  It’s green.  People cut it with a mower.  What is it?  grass/lawn

Grammar Correct this sentence.  There isn’t no fl owers in the pool.  
There aren’t (any) fl owers in the pool or There are no fl owers in the pool.

  Correct this sentence.  Her is making waves.  She is making waves.

  Correct this sentence.  I only see one fi shes in the bowl.  I only see one fi sh in the bowl.

Reasoning Why should you wear a life jacket when you’re in a boat?  
to keep you safe/afl oat if you fall in the water

  Why are lifeguards at the pool and at the beach?  to keep swimmers safe, 
to rescue anyone who has trouble swimming/gets in too deep, 
to make swimmers obey the rules

  Name a safety rule for the swimming pool.  Explain why the rule is important.  
Answers will vary.




